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Abstract. For many purpcses, asynchronous parallel programs may be viewed as sequential but 
nondeterministic programs. The direct translation to nondeterminist.ic sequential form Il:ads to a 
combinatorial explosion of program size before correctness proofs can even begin. 

The Church-Rosset approach to correctness of asynchronous parallel programs is a flexible 
way to divide 1 correctness proof into several iemmas, no one of which requires both deep 
reasoning ami explicit enumeration of all the control states required in the nondeterministic 
sequential form of the program. The approach is stated and justified abstractly, demonstrated in 
detail for a siirnple example program, and compared with other approaches to the correctness of 
parallel programs. The abstract formulation is independent of the model of: parallelism in the 
example and can also be applied to nondeterminism not derived from asynchronous par,Je!ism. 
We conclude with a survey of prospects for computer assisted proofs structured by the 
Church Rosser approach. 

Asynchronous parz+llel programs create situations where several processes might 
share some variables and be simultaneously ready to manipulate these variables in 
several ways. In general the processes do not notice each other and proceed at 
varying and unpredictable rates. The behavior of a program with asynchronous 
parallelism is theren’ore nondeterministic. At any moment, several actions are ready 
for performance, and we do not know whick will actually e performed. As is usual 

ital computing, we assume that time is a succession of discrete 

instants. As 

* A condensation of an earlier version of this paper was resented at the hmmatimd W’wosium 
on Proving and Improving Programs, Arc et Senans, France, July l-3, 1975. 
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large programs, e.g. cperating systems, have more complex correctness criteria. 
This paper is dire@ applicable only to portions of these programs that are 
expected to perform some definite seirvice and then halt. 

in general an asynchronous parallel program can fie translated into sequential 
but nondeterministic form, with a distinct statement in the sequential program for 
each possible se! of ready statements in the parallel one. For one programming 
formaIism the transfation is described in detail by Ashcroft and Manna [5]. One 
approach to proving correctness of a parallel program P is thus to replace it by a 
nondeterministic sequentiaI program Q and apply the usual techniques [28] to Q. 
mle combinatorial explosion that vitiates -this approach is well known [4,5,17,25]. 

Previous work in input/output correctness of parahel programs [S, 71 modifies the 
simple translation approach. From P we pass to a program P’ which does whatever 
P does but does it with much less parallelism. Then we translate P’ to a 
nondeterministic sequential program 8’ and attempt to prove the correctness of 
0’. The 1’ to P’ reprogramming methods in [5] are very complex and only defined 
for the particular low level formalism used there. The methods in [7] are simpler 
but even more restrictive in some ways. The key point is that P’ must do A-and- 
then-B in most places where P does A-and-B-in-parallel. As wiII be seen in Section 
6, ::uch a translation is often inappropriate. Lipton [25] considers a reprogramming 
method wherein portions of a program P are enclosed in brackets to indicate that 
they- are to be treated as instantaneous actions. Various properties other than 
inlput/output correctness are considered in [25], and under certain conditions a 
property of P can be IJerified by proving it for the less parallel program P’. 

The Church-Rosser approach derives the correctness of P from the conjunction 
of four simpler properties to be established by four separate lemmas. Only the 
lemma for the “Church-Rosser property” will generally require explicitly 
enumerating the huge list of control states for the corresponding nondeterministic 
sequential prog:ram Q. Thanks to a theorem of Sethi [39] which reduces the 
Church-fiosser property to much simpler properties, the necessary reasoning is 
quite trivial for nearly all. control states. (A theorem somewhat similar to Sethi’s is 
stated by Nivat i[34, Theorem 11.) In our example correctness proof, 164 cases will 
be reduced to two cases. The Churzh-Rosser approach can enhance reprogram- 
ming approaches [S, 7,253 for input/output correctness. One difEcuIty with these 
approaches is the need to show that correctness of the new program P’ implies 
correctness of the original program P. It will generally be much easier to show that 
“weaik ptirtial correctness” of P’ implies the same property for P, and this is another 
of our four propertie.:. We expect that the weak partial correctness lemma of a 
church-Rosser correctness proof will often be demonstrated by reprogramming. 
The Church-Rosser and reprogramming approaches are complementary, not 
coinrpetitive. 

33e major limitations of the Church-Rosser approach in its present form should 
afso be noted. The restriction to input/output correctness is inappropriate for many 

inds of programs. The assumption of no stric 
one error value 

sibility of strict 
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Another limitation is the prohibition of goto in parallel programs. Since we can use 
leave as well as he classical structured programming control operators, the 
prohibition. of goto s not in itself a very severe limitation. However, we also need to 
assume that the program P remains unchanged during all computatiosls it 

nerates. In concert with the lack of goto, this rules out recursive procedures. 
diou and Levy [7] permit recursion. In principle recursion could be expressed by 

stacking and jumping in refinements of the low level formalisms of 143 and [5]; 
whether any program complex enough to require validation will remain intelligible 
enough to obtain it is another q 

The paper proceeds as follows. ackground on Ielations, graphs, ,;md structured 
programming is provided in Section 2. Theoretical discussions of structured. 
programming control operators [21, 361 tend to emphasize the contrast with goto; 

we prefer to emphasize the common properties of these operators that facilitate 
correctness pr*w,a. The informal discussions of such facilitation are too numerous 
and well known for review here, but formal discussiLi::;s (as iri#2] and the works 
cited there1 have omitted leave and have been tied to other considerations. 
Parallelism affects Section 2 in only one way: we must use a set of flowchart nodes 
rather than a single node as the control state. Theorem 2.8 shows that the 
fundamental relation between cycles in flowcharts and infinite computations, 
though no longer obvious, is still true. In Section 3 we introduce asynchronous 
parallelism acu ai4 ordinary control operator like if . . . then . . . else *.. and 
begin . . . . . . . . . ..end. Like any other operator, the parallel compound statement 

arbegin .@. ;..,;... pwend needs to be defined. Of course, the definition is nai the 
same as that used for begin...;...; . . . end, but it does have the same form in the 
precise sense explained in Section 2. Parallelism is just added to whatever else is 
available without any unpleasant interactions. Section 3 also presents the program 
whose correctness we wish to prove. It is a high level version of an example used by 
Karp and Miller [ 16, Example 5.11: we find the first positive component in an array 
of integers by searching even and odd indices in parallel. Each search can influence 
the other by changing t.he upper bound for indices in the other search. This program 
illustrates the advantages and dangers of parallelism. 

Section 4 defines the finishing, weak partial correctness, admissibiilty, and 
Church-RossGr properties for any ,“abstract machine with a goal”, including the 
abstract machine specified by a program that attempts to compute a relation 
between inputs and outputs. Theorem 4.6 states that these four properties together 
imply corrtictness. Readers interested in nondeterministic algorithms not &rived 
from asynchronous parallelism may wish to begin with Section 4. The example 
correctness proof is presented in Section 5 and discussed in Section 6, from the 

oint of providing computer assistance to humans in proofs too complex for 
ters or humans alone to carry out. ace does not permit more than one 

example, but remarks on the generality of Church-Rosser approa 

appropriate places. Within the limits already mentioned, the approa 

ness proofs generally become es 
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Analysis of control and data flow is needed anyway for optimization [2, 261. Such 
a~?alysis is also useful in correctness proofs and is often done informally by 
1: ;cgrammers. The role of formal flow analysis in proofs of “clean termination” has 
been systema.tically explored for sequ tial programs by Sites [ ] (see also [3S]). 

The author thanks G. Mc.rkowsky, Sethi, and the refere for comments that 
led to several expository improvements and corrections. 

‘We use some rather common notation for relations and functions. If 3 is a relation 
on a set § then +’ is the equality relation an S and 3 k for any nonnegative 
integer k is defined inductively by (3 ‘+I) = (3 k + ). The union of the relations 
* k for all k is denoted 3 *. More detailed explanations are available in many 
places, such a:s [37, Section 2, 39, Section 21. 

Directed graphs will be used to analyze control flow in programs. Following ulhe 
increasingly common algebraic style of definition, we specify a graph with sets K ,of 
“nodes”) and A (of “arcs”) together with maps s : A + N and t : A --) N called the 
“source” and “target” maps. An arc a runs from its source sa to its target ta. In our 
examples N and A will be finite and each arc G will be determined by the pair of 
nodes (sa, ta ). 

To deal with contr+ Bow in high level pro:;rams without obscuring them by 
translation into some low level language, we associate a control flow graph with 
each program. For example, consider the ALGOL 60 program 

ANYBODY: 
INDEX := 4; 

: INDEX : = INDEX + 7; 
INDEX < 39 8 ASSIGNS: INDEX := 5 

ASSIGNS: INDEX := 38 
e 

whose control flow graph is shown in Fig. 2,l. This graph is larger than the 
equivalent low level flowchart shown in Fig. 2.2, but it is derived from the program 
text in a simpler way whose advantages become obvious when. programs complex 
enough to be interesting are considered. With enough labelling and indentation, the 
control flow graph carI easily be read off from the program text without the use of a 
separate picture. he derivation of a low level flowchart is much more complex [31, 

an occurrence of a simple stateme:,tt leads to two nodes 
he statement has a label L, then the nodes are called 
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entering ASSIGN8 

Fig. 2.1. Control flow graph for the program ANYBODY. 

s used in AN Y are the conditional operator, whosfe arguments are a 
expression a statements, and the block operator, whose argumzmts 

are a list of declarations and a t of statements. n general, an occurren 
entering L and leavin 
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Fig. 2.2. Low level flow chart equinralent to thh: program ANYBODY. 

ror the control Aol** graph is a characteristic of classical structured programming 
control operators: if .O. then .o.else.Sv., while . . . do . . . . begin . ..., . . . . . . . . .*a end, and so on. 
The mapping from program text to control flow graph is inductively specified by 
*‘initial algebra seman&s” [ 121 or “synthesized attributes” [20]. 

Some control operators add more than two nodes to the graph, as in 

ALPHA: for I : = 1 step 2 until 83 do BETA: . . . 

<with Ned nodes 
enreting ALPIIA (about to initialize I), 
s?q@ng ALPHA (about to increment I), 
testing ALPNA (about to compa.re I with 83), 
JeaEting ALPI-IA (about to do whatever is next). 

This is no more difficu?t to work with than if . . . then .*. else... . 

We have sketched a natural map from program text to control flow graph, 
assuming thaf the control operators are 

, while l ma do..., egin...; .,.; . ..en (2.1.1) 

ith straighsforward Boolean expressions as the tests. In general, an 
gramming control operator C may be used to form a 
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a : CC@,, l l *, /SK, l l l ) (2.1.2) 

in the program text, where the statements (with identifying labels) &, l . 0, PK are all 
the statement arguments to C. The ser Nat of nodes contributed by ci~ to the control 
float praph is 

MY = 6 IV& U {entering a, leaving a} il S(C, a), 
k=l 

(2.1.3) 

wsere S(C, ar ) is a possibly empty set of nodes whose size depends only on C. For 
example, S(C, cw) is {stepping CY, testing a} if C is the operator that forms stepped 
iteration statements. We assume there is a bound so on the size of such sets: 

(S(C, CY)I < so, for all C. (2.1.4) 

The set Aar of arcs contributed by cy to the control flabw graph has the form 

ACY = 0 A& U T(C,a>, 
&==I 

(2.1.5) 

where T(C, a!) is a set of arcs whose members have sources and targets from among 
(entering & 11s k G K} U { Zeaving Pk 11 G k G K} U {entering 0, Zeaving 
CL”} U S(C, cu). The size of T(C, a) depends only on C (and on K, if we allow for a 
varying length argument list). We assume there is a bound on the size of such sets: 

1 T( (C, a) 1 s l-i- roK, for all C and K. (2.1.6) 

At least for sequential languages like ALGOL 60 the relation between the control 
ow graph and the meaning of the program should be clear enough intuitively that 

we can postpone a formal statement. The next item on our agenda is the exit 
operator leave . . . . w%ch is less well known than the classical operators summarized 
in (2.1) but is often indispensable for efficient structured programming. Our 
treatment of leave . . . accords with [42, p. 413; 43, p. 681; less intuitive formalizations 
of the same idea have been analyzed theoretically under the name “EXIT” [21,36]. 
Other escape constructions can be treated similarly. 

In a statement 

deave /3 (2.2.1) 

the argument p must be the identifying label of a statement which includes a. Here 
the label p is obligatory, not just a convenient way to name a portion of the 
program text. The nodes contributed by CY to the control flow graph are just 

Mcy = { enteC2g cy, leaving ff }, (2.2.2) 

but the arc contributed is 

(from entering ac to leaving 6). (2.2.3) 

Using “inherite attributes” [20] to deal with ve, we have a simple map from 
rogram texts to control flow graphs. The control flow g ph is finite and its size is 
ounded in terms of a natural easure of the size of text. 
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Let P be a program and let N (rip. A) be the set of nodes (resp. arcs) in 
the control flow graph of P. Let 11 P 11 be the totd number of statements ise 
s+C) has \N/s[2+so)llPlI. Ad orec?w, somrt! to B 0 has 1 A I s (2. + 

t. In (2.2.2) a statement cy : ewe B constributes two nodes to 
(2.14, a statement a! : Q?i$, l l *, PK, l l 0) contributes 

n (2.13) and 

nodes to N. Summing over all cy leads to (2 + so) II P 11. Similarly for the other 
inequality. El 

We con:sider the meaning of a program to be a relation from values for 
designated input variables to values for designated output var:abks. Such variables 
could in practice be whole files, not just what language reference manuals call 
“variables’*. For our purposes it will be convenient to define such i. relation in terms 
of the actions of an abstract interpreter. The state 6 of the interpreter is a map from 
variables to values. In addition to the variable; mentioned in the program, there are 
special variables PRCG and CONTROL. The value SPROG is the program itself, 
which may perhaps have been modified in the course of the co&mputation. The value 
$CONTROL iscalled a control state and must be a set of nodes in the control flow 
graph of 6PROG. 

Sequential languages could let control states be nodes because SCONTROL is 
always {n) for a single node II. There is only one thing ready to be done next at any 
time. In this case our model will reduce to the obvious definitions of how control 
Rows through @ROG in the ALGOL~O interpreter implicit in [32], plus the obvious 
definition of cave. In general, however, our model will allow for parallelism 
without perturbing the meanings of ordinary control operators. With parallelism 
there may be several nodes in &ONTROL because several processes are 
simrf ltaneously active. 

For any state $ the language definition determines a (possibly empty) set of states 
q that could be reacdred in one step from 6. We write this transition relation as 
5 =Z> rd. For example, the program ANYBO Y includes the statement 

DICK:INDEX := I[NEEX -i- 7. 

Any state 5 with evdtdng 
6 52 q with 

is ready to add 7 to IN 

Ok - (entering }) lJ {leaving D 
F 

= ,i- .: +7; 

e 6 otherwise. 
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already been determined, so that calls can be treated like ordinary simple 
st;etements. 

ow consider any of the classical control operators C from (2.1). The conditional 

INDEX < 39 th ASSIGNS: . . . e&e ASSIGN8: .*. (2.5.1) 

e have two rules. irst, any state 6 wit ARRY in CCONTROL has 
5 3 q with 

qCONTR0 QL - (entering Y}) U {entering p} 

where: p is ASSIGNS if @ND < 39 and is ASSIGN8 otherwise: 

‘pl like 6 otherwise. (2.5.2) 

Second, consider sny state 15‘ with leaving p in 8CONTR L, where p is ASSIGNS 
or ASSIGNS. Then 6 $? r) with 

9CONTRQL = (vCONTROL - {leaving p}) U {leaving HARRY}; 

q like c otherwise. (2.5.3:r 

In both cases, (25.2) and (2.5.3), we have the obvious definition of the arcs followed 
by the transition 5 3 q. 

Finally, consider the unusual control operator, 

(2.6.1) 

Any state 6 with entering LY in [CONTROL may have other nodes of Np in 
SCONTROL. as tvell. We removt: a/l of them in 5 + r) with 

qCONTROL = (&ZONTROL - I+@) U (leaving p}; 

q like 6 otherwise. (2.6.2) 

The arc from entering QI to leaving /3 is the one followed here, and qCONTROL 
contains only leaving p from Np. Summarizing some useful consequences of 
(2.4~(2.6) and similar definitions, we note the following lemma. 

For each transition t 3 q such that 5 
nonempty sit AF(& 9+j of arcs followe transi 
an arc in the conitrol ow graph of 5 The 

ROG there is a 
here each a in 
states art! related (by 

where 
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Let e. * &i 3 &* l 9 

by program dsut% 
be an infinite computation (for an initial state &,) 

that ei PRIG = P for ail i. Let B be any set of am in ttae control 
flow graph such hait removal of B would leaue an acyclic graph. There is an arc b in 
B such that contml follows: b infinitely often. 

w- 
Lemr~a 

L. :cek to I;et b, iin AF(ti, 2+1), for infinitely many i in Lemma 2.7. 
2.3 it will suffice to construct an infinite sequence (a~, al, az, l . l ) of arcs 

such that, for all i, 

ai is in AF’(&, &+I] and tai = sai+l. (1) 

We begin by constn-ucting a sequence (To, T,, l * 0) of finite rooted %*ees. Each tree 
node is marked by a node in the control flow graph. Each tree arc (from a tree node 
to one of its children) is marked by an arc in the control l-low graph. 

Let ‘& have just a root, marked by the entry node of the control flow graph. 
Thus for ! = 0 we have 

5;: CONTROL C{ n in N 1 n marks a leaf in r}. (2) 

Given r such that (2) holds, we form K+, by adding children to some of the leaves 
of T7:. For each lea4 A in r, let n be the node marking A. For each a in AF(&, &+I) 
such that sa = n, VW give A a child marked by ta as(,d we mark the new tree arc by a. 

By Lemma 2.7, %+1 satisfies (2) also, and the contruction continues inductively. 
Moreover, r is proper ‘y included in T+l for all i. The sequence of finite trees 
converges to an infinite tree T, in which each node has finitely many children. 
Kiinig’s lemma supplies an infinite path in T,, and the sequence of control flow arcs 
marking tree arcs along such a path satisfies (1). U 

The fixed program restriction &PRoG = P) in the above theorem is not so 
innocuous as it looks. Without o we can only interpret procedure calls by 
macroexpansion, as in the ALGOL 60 copy rule [32). In saying that PRCG does not 
wary we are saying that all necessary macroexpans!ons could be performed before 

putation begins. This is not true for many programs with recursive procedures. 
e question whether it is true for a given program is undecidable [22, Section 41. 
e parts of our work that use Theorem 2.3 are thus restricted to nonrecursive 

programs. For these programs it is a powerful tool for termination proofs. Some 
tools for termination proofs applicable to recursive parallel programs are provided 
by Cadiou and Levy [7]. (See note added at end of paper.) 

9, Section 2, 10, Section 2.11 a ds a para%iel rbmpound statement 
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. . . . . . . ..) . . . (3.1.1) 

joi: the c:assizal operators listed in (2.1 .l)? ndeed it can. Consider a labelled 
i;ta.tement 

Q!: P . . 
1, l .*, P K (3.1.2) 

the program text. T e set Na! of nodes contributed to the control flow graph by CY 

. 
tering a, leavirag CY }. 

The set Aa of arcs contributed to the control flowgraph is: 

entering where each bk 
to leaving ix 

02 tering flk and each 

(3.31.3) 

(3.1.4) 

runs from leaving P& 

The effect (? 1) of the parallel compound statement is a special case of the effect 
(2.1) of an ordinary control operator. Thus Lemma 2.3 is unaffected by parallelism. 

The transition rule for parallel compound statements is straightforward. Con- 
sider 

cy: par 0. . 
;)I, l *.q P K (3.2.1) 

Any interpreter stat2 5 with entering a! in [CONT OL is ready to begin all K 
statements in parallel, sol 6 =$ q with 

TROL - (SCONTROL - {entering a}) U (entering pk 11 s k c K}; 

r) like f otherwise. (3.2.2) 

Any state ,f with all leaving Pk in ,$CONTROL is ready to eave IY, so 6 I$ q with 

TROL = (&CONTROL - (leaving pk 11 s k 4 K}) U (leaving CY}; 

q Bike e otherwise. (3.2.3) 

Note the similarity to the rule (2.5) for the conditional. Lemma 2.7 
2.8 are unaffected 
linear in the num 
states is not ! ‘Fhe program whose c 
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i er I, J,, M, EVENTOP, OD 
INITIALIZE: 
EVENTOP : = 

EVENTEST: 

ODDSEARCH: 

FINDODD: ODDTOP := J; 
save ODDSEARCH 

DNO: J := .I+2 

e 

efore stating the program we said informally wllat it tried to do. Now it is time 
to be more precise. The iniiial state ,e of the interpreter for inputs x and m has 

5x = x and =m; 

[PROG = FINDPOS and (CONTROL = {entwkg FINDPOS}; 

all other variables defaulted. (3.3.1) 

A @al state q of the interpreter has 

qPROG = INDPOS and q CONT OL = (teaoiq 

Only $?’ is of interest tcl us in a final state e desired relation between i 
and outputs is expressed by the goalfwwtion which maps pairs (initial state 

,I}: 6(&q)= 1 i 
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process may be changed by another. The dangers in this situation are clear. 
ch sharing it is di ult to see how 

ng past X[14]. sharing a few variables i 
communicate important matters without becoming 
tuition. Due caution must be exercised in corrztness 

~rroofs, however. Although it correctly computes a singlevalued function, FIND- 
OS is not determinate [Is, Definition 1.91. efore defining the abstractions that do 

lead to a correctness proof, we prove as much as possible now. 

For any array x [ 1 : m] of integers, alb computations by FINDPOS with 
inputs x to X and m to M are finite. 

Proof. Let B be the set of arcs in the control flow graph consisting of the arc from 
entering EVENNO to leaving EVENNO and the arc from entering 
leaving ODDNO. Then I or J increases by 2 whenever control follow 
When other arcs are followed, I and J are not changed. By Theorem 2.8, the set of 
values assumed by I or by J during an infinite computation must be unbounded. 
show that all computations are finite, it will suffice to show that, for some bounds b, 
c, the- assertion 

is true for each stat: 5 in a computation such that eCONTROL includes leaving 
EVENNO or leavirtg ODDNO. To prove (1) for the needed states 6 we will 
consider a stronger assertion and prove that it becomes true and remains true in any 
computation where control reaches leaving EVENNO or leaving ODDNO. The 
assertion to be used is 

I~M+2and~~M++andODDTOP~M+landEVENTOP~M+l. (2) 

Now (2) is true for any 5 with SCONTROL = {entering SEARCW}, and such a 
state must precede the states of interest to us in any computation. A transition 
6 + q will preserve (2) trivially if it changes none of the variables mentioned in (2). 
The only trans%ions that do change these variables follow the arcs 

(from entering FINDEVEN to leaving FI (3) 

(from entering NNO to leaving EVENN (4) 

and the similar arcs within 
For (3) we have 5 3 q with arc (3) i 

states. Therefore, 
(2) true for e and all previous 
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state [ such that fCONTROL contains errdering EVENSEARCH and 51 c 
tODDT0P. Therefore 61 s m + 1 by the induction hypothesis. Since I cannot be 
update,d outside of EVENSEARCH, the most recent such 5 has El= 51 and hence 
<i&m -t 1. 

For (4) we have s 3 q with arc (t) in AF(& <q) and (2) true far 6 and all previous 
states. Therefore 

$=tI+2 and qJ=[Js,an+2; 

qODDTOP = tODDTO? s m + 1; 

r,EVENTOP = 6EVENTOP s m + 1. 

We claim 61~ m. Since I cannot be updated outside of EVENSEARCH, @= 61 
for the most recent 4 such that [CONTROL contains errtkng EVENSEARCH. 
By the induction hypothesis, 

&“I c [ODDTOP s m + 1, so that cl g m and 61~ m. 

Similar reasoning applies to the arcs like (3) and (4) but within 
ODDSEARCH. 0 

An inductive proof that an assertion is invariant (i.e. becomes and remains true) 
is of course the fundamental concept in program correctness proving [II, 331. Even 
simple assertions like (2) in the above lemma can be difficult. In a sequential 
program v/e could conclude that 61 = 61 when control passes from ebbtering 
EVENSEARCH in 5 to entering FINDEVEN in 5; I is not changed along the way. 
Parallelism raises the possibility that 1’ may be changed anyway by statements not 
on a direclr path from entering EVENSEARCH to entering FINDEVEN. Fortu- 
nately, no such statements exist outside of EVENSEARCH. (The statement 
initializing I is not relevant this late in a computation.) In effect our inductive 
invariance proof could stay within EVENSEARCH and ignore whatever other 
processes might be active. Recognition of such situations is discussed at length by 
Lauer [23,, pp. 58--741 (see also Ashcroft [4] and Cadiou and Levy [7]). 

Correctness is more than the finiteness of computations. Any computation 
starting at an initial state 5 should reach a final state 7 such that G(& 71) = 1, where 
G is the goal function from (3.3). The next section provides the additional 
mathematical machinelj needed to complete the correctness proof. Th$ section 
concludes with remarks that should be helpful at this point to readers ;,who are 
uneasy about our failure to discuss synchronization, the finite de1fc.y property, and 
similarly subtle aspects of parallelism. Others may wish to go dirwaly to Section 4. 

Synchronization is the use of special global variables and operations which let 
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The intuition in the finite delay property iy easily stated: any action ready tc be 
performed will eventually be performed. This property is difficult to formalize [16, 
Definition 1.6 (iii)] but is sometimes crucial in correctness proofs. It is easy to write 
a program which has some infinite computations from our point of view, but whose 
infinite computations all involve infinite delays. Such a program will always 
terminate but we will be unable to prove it. On the other hand, a termination proof 
that does not use finite delay would only be obscured by mention of this difficult 
concept. The abstract formulation of the Church--Rosser approach in the next 
section is independent of finite delay. 

An unusual and slightly oversimplified aspect of our view of parallelism is the 
instantaneous execution of simple statements. Statements which do not syntacti- 
cally include other statements may still involve many machine instructions on most 
real computers. Instantaneity here is at variance with Dijkstra’s informal semantics 
ofS:= S + I Ughen S is a variable common to two processes [ 10, p. 681. However, 
a slightly earlier discussion of a single sequential process considers execution of 
j:= j + 1 10 be instantaneous [lo, pp. 47-52 (esp. Remark 3)], and we prefer to 
introduce parallelism without rad!cal departures from what is appropriate in 
sequential computing. 

To put the question in perspective, consider several language levels. The author 
or certifier [6] of a microprogram pretends that microinstructions are euecuteJ 
instantaneously. “Ihis is not physically true but it may be assumed without loss of 
generality. ‘Wherl microprogramming is complete, the (sequential) machine lan- 
guage programmlzr assumes without loss of generality that machine instructions are 
instantaneous. In the low or medium level larguages commonly considered in 
mathematical studies of parallelism [e.g. 4, 5, 16, 23, 24, 251, instantaneity is also 
assumed. Nane of these works consider what may happen while an elementary 
action like P (semaphore) or V (semaphore) is being performed. The only thing 
unusual here is that we have consistently applied this assumption to high level 
languages such as ALGOL 60. Under the nonlnstantaneous view from [lo], the 
introduction of parallelism requires either a sudden explosion of detail throughout 
a language definition or a sudden drastic loss of precision. In executing S : = S + 1, 
is the fetchirg of S for the addition considered instantaneous? Is it possible that we 
fetch a few bytes of S, then some other process changes S, and then we fetch the rest 

out precise answers to such questions we can hardly discuss program 
reliability when parallel processes can share variables. The noninstantaneous view 
forces additional machine dependence upon us. To perform S : = s” + 1 we fP,tch S 
into a register, add 1 to what is in the register, and then store the register’s contents 
into S. All of which would be quite silly if S happened to be stored in a portion of 
memory with substantial distributed p ocessing capability and if there happened to 
be a machine instruction to the effect of “add one to yourself”. Instalntaneity avoids 
an awkward mixing of high level language semantics wit achine 
architecture. 

anguage level we need locking and tie b in orde 

involved, so 
ous9’ actrons cannot use: he first action h 
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Qstantaneous” actions that share no variables can overlap in hysical time, and 
this is an important advantage of locking [ 131 OWT critical sections [IO, p, 531 in 
SOme situations. In a well structured language it should be easy to ascertain which 
variables are involved in more than one process, and only for those variables will a 
compiler that guarantees high level instantaneity need to put lock setting and lock 
testing operations into the code generated for a simple statement. 

The oversimplification in high level instantaneity arises from the doublethink 
associated with certain kinds of simple statements in a high level language. A 
procedure call is usually a simple statement, but its effect is understood to be that of 
a possibly very complicated compound statement. To guarantee high level instan- 
taneity in a proce:dural language, we would probably have to lock a great many 
variables for each procedure calf. it is more natural here to keep a procedure call 
strictly equivalent to the corresponding compound statement. L% statement whose 
definition has the form “the effect is as if the programmer had written...” may be 
syntactica?ly simple, but the semantics come from the expansion to an equivalent 
and syntactically complex statement in the source language. Properly qualified, 
high level instan;aneity applies only to statements not expanded in the source 
Language, regardless of the length or form of the discussion in the language 
reference manual which somehow explains them. 

The class of ma Chematical entities considered to be “machines” here is broad 
enough to inclurle defining interpreters for low level programs in microcode or 
assembly langua;;es as well as high level programs in procedural or nonprocedural 
language. In pgirticular, the abstract machine defined by our example program 
FINDPOS is included, with interpreter states serving as “states” in the following 
definition. Unlik f: [6, 301, we 410~ nondet’erminism. 

Ph machine is a quintuple M = (S, =>, Sip Sr, G) where S is a set 
whose members ijre called states, 3 is a relation on S called the trmsitian relation, 
Si and St are subsets of S called th;: hitid and final states, and G is a map from 
Si i= Sr into (0, I} called ithe goal function. We further require that each final state q 
be a dead state: no 5 in S has 7 + 6. 

Quite apart fro,m its nondeterminism, our definition is unusual in two important 
respects, First, WC! do not identify dead states with final states. Thus we leave room 
for nonurban deaci states to model the common practical situation where a program 
stops because of an error condition rather than because it has finished its work. 
Second, we ieclu&e G ill 
it Js supposed to do. 

: one cannot specify a machine without speci 

4.2. Lt2t 4 be a state of the 
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C) such that 1. 

tial state of the machine M Then is correct for 6 if 
nishes with a final state q (which may depend on 
rrect for each initial state then M is correct. 

To finish is to erminate cleanly” 1401. Scholars enamored with Iatinate 
Txxabulary might prefer “terminate normally”, but “finish” is really quite ade- 
quate. Correctness can be demonstrated by separate proofs that all computations 
finish and that all finishing computations satisfy the goal function. This last property 
is partial correctness [29]. Nondeterminism by itself does not discredit the usual 
divide-and-conquer strategy that separates finishing from partial correctness. 
Determinism is assumed in most of the many formal discussions of inductive 
invariance proofs [27] but is not essential [28]. Unfortunately, the assertion whose 
truth is invariant in a partial correctness proof has a general form [27] which 
branches accorc!:ng to the value of CONT OL when 5 is an interpreter state, 
Parallelism explodes the number of control states and makes the invariant assertion 
for a partial correctness proof unmanageably large. Our approach to this difficulty 
is to replacb partial correctness by a weaker property. 

Let 6 be an initial state for a machine M. Then M is finishing for e 
tation by M for 6 finishes. On the other hand, M is weakly partially 
there is a computation C by M for 5 .such that, if C finishes with a 

final state q, then G(& r)) = 1. 

Tct parlay finishing and weak partial correctness into correctness, we want to 
show that no computation can be very different from the C of the definition. 
ConsideratioTa of things that are different but alike enough for some purposes leads 
naturally to ’ -quivalence relations. 

3. Let S be the set of states for the machine 
equivalence relation on M. The set of reachable states is 

S, = {Q in S 16 3 * r), some 6 in Si}. 

and let - be an 

(1) 

The replacewx?nt system for M and - is the triple 

- ) = (Sr, % -4 (2) 

where Sr (asp. mr) is + (resp. - ) restricted to the reachable states. The 
replacement system is admissible iff all final states r), 6 in S, have 

r) - 5 implies (G(& n) = G(& 41, all 5 in Si). 0 3 

ent system i:: 01 , for al\ & e’, q,$ in S, such t 

ere are [,l’ in at 

%ave !xvera 
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applications in computer science [ 3,M, 37,391. A corollary of Theorem 3.5 and 
Lemma 3.6 in [37] has been applied to several problems involving parallelism [17] 
(see also [8]). Admissibility is relative to but the Church- osser property 
belongs to (S,, +r, Y) itself. 

-’ bf? an equivalence relation among the 
ly partially correct .-Yhile 
is correct. 

Let e be any initial state of M, and let C be any computation by M from 6 
By the finishing property, C ends with a final state q. We must show G(@, q) = 1. 
By weak partial correctness there is also a computation C’ ending with a final state 
q’ such that G(& 9’) = 1. Since 6 $* q and 6 +* q’, the Churcil-Rosser property 
supplies us with states c,[’ such that +q +* J and q’+* 5’ and f - 5’. But q and 77’ 
are dead states, so q =t and q’=<‘O Thus 7 - 7’. By admissibility, G(& q) = 
G(& q’) = 5. c1 

Thus correctness can be derived from four lemmas, two of which involve - as 
well as M. We are free to choose - in any way we like. The problem of chc,osing 
-0 wisely iis left open here. Wow might we prove a lemma to the effect that 
%q@Z, - ) is Church-Rosser ? Sethi [39] has a result which is crucial to our 
approach. Theorem 2.2 of [39] relates the Church-Rosser property to weaker 
properties. y applying this theorem and Kiinig’s lemma to abstract machines, we 
can derive the following lemma. (Explanations of “Pl” and “P3” below appear in 
the proof of Lemma 5.5.) 

a machine and let - be an equivalence relation on the set Lc,’ of 
is finishing and suppose each 6 in § has 5 =$ q for only finitely 

many r)‘ in S. Then Rep(M, -) is Church-Rosser if it is both PI and P3. 

The program FINDPQS presented in Section 3 will now be proved correct with the 
aid of the tools explained in Section 4. The proof is structured by Theorem 4.6 and 
is very detailed in those portions that illustrate unusual features of our approach or 

cuhies associated with parallelism. ther portions are presented more 
e next section we will discuss prosp s for computer assisted proofs. 

m ] of integers, F finishes all computations 

3.4, a:I computations are 
CO tatio~s e 

finite. 
states. 

dead states are 
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. We specify a computation 60 3 6;; =$ 62 + ..q by F NDPOS for the initial 
state so determined by x and in (3.34. In this o omput n the sequence 
c~f events is that EVENSEA finishes before 0 SEAR even starts. If 

tains a node in the control fiow graph (other than leaving 
derived from EVENSEARCH, then the arcs followed &rl & ~2 

&,+, are all derived from EVE This computation finds the first even 
index (if an?:, for a positive 31e componer,t and changes EVENTOP aczordingly. 
Then it findsthe first odd index (if any) for a positive x component that is be’row the 
pseviously established fter leaving SEARCH, FIN 
executes SETK and FINISH to reach a final state q with G(&, q) = 1 in (3.3.3). cl 

Now we must define an equivalence relation - among interpreter states. For 
most control states Q we agree that any q with YI CONTROL = Q has q - 7’ iff 
r) = r)‘. The only control states we must irtdividually mention in defining - are the 
exceptions. The first exception is the control state Qr L= {leaving FINDPOS} 
involved ;~n +tal states of the abstract machine. If qCONT OL is Qr then only the 

r) - 7 ’ iff 7 CONTROL = q ’ CONTROL and ~2 = q ‘2. (53.1) 

Reasoning backward from Qr to other single node control states, we define - 1In 
terms of equality u>f control states and equality of variables (or functions of 
variables) that mhght appear in the output. ?or example, if TCONTROL is 
{entering FIN 

q - $ iff ~CG4TROL = $CONTROL and 

qM-=q’K and qM=q’M and r)X=q’X. 
(5.32) 

On the other hand, if r)CONTROL is {entering SETK}? then 

rl - 13’ iff @ZONTROL = +ONTROL and 

min (q EVENTOP, q QDDTOF) = min( q ‘EVENTOF, q ‘OD 

and VX = q’X. 

The last coritrol state considered i 
states have more than one node in the 
again used. No more special cases in t 
abstract machine spe 
defined, we get the re 

e -) is 
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y Lemmas 4.7 and 5.1, it will suffice to verify the properties 
described below. 

Consider a:ny reachable states 6, [‘, r) with 6 - 5’ and 6 3 7. For Pl we must 
show that states & 5’ have q 3* C and &‘rS* 
and 6’ be 7. Now assume l# e’, so that 5 - 5 
the definition of - . In all cases we may llet c be 7 and 6’ b 

3 5’. The definition was deliberately rigged to prevent - 6’ unless 5 - 5’. 
ris proves E’l. 
Consider any retichable states 5, q, q’ with 6 =$ q and & =$ q’. For 

show that states l, 5’ have Q +* c and qf +* 5’ and f - 5’. If q = qf 
& 5’ be 77 also. Now assume v # q ‘. I-Iere at last we are forced to explicitly list all 
possibilities for ECQNT OL that allow more than one transition. Since 
program lacks explicit nondeterminism, this amounts essentialJy to 

OIL possibilities with more than one node. Most of the cases are trivial 
and can be handled like Ca:)e 1 in the following partial case analysis. 

Case 1: [SCONTROL is {entering EVENTEST, entering ODDNO}]. We maly . 
assume that 

OL = (entering EVENTEST, leaving ODDNO} and 

q ‘CONTROL = (p, entering ODDNO}, 

where p is either entering ;WENYES or entering EVENNO, according to whether 
or not sx[41]1> 0. For s other than CONT OL, qf is exactly like 6. For 
variables other thlan CD and J, v is exactly like 6. Since J does not figure in 

[I] :> 0, this test can be performed in state q and has the same outcome as 
in state 5: qX[;rll] > 0 iff > 0. Thus we have a state f with q 3 6 and 

OL = (p, leaving ODIN 

=qJ=&-J-G!; 
. 

5 like 5 otherwise. 

On the other hand, executing QDDNO from vf leads to 5’ with qf 3 5’ and 

L = {p, leaving ODD 
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where p is either ent 
whether or not 
exactly like 6. 
s Since a change in 

uessary. 

1. Then p is entering EVENTEST, and we have 

= {entering T, leaving FIN 

8’ like 5 otherwise. 

Case 2.1.1: [VI < qOD 1. Then q 3 8 with 

8CONTROL = {entering; EVEN ST, leaving FINDODD); 

TOP = qODD P=@; 

8 like e otherwise. 

Letting 5 be 6) and {’ be 8 will suffice. 

Case 2.3.2: [ 1 qI< qODDTOP]. Then q 3 8 with 

R0.L = (leaving EVENSEAK , leaving FINDOD 

ODDTO 

8 like 5 otherwise. 

By passing to the successor of FINDOD DYES, executing 
ing from (leaving EVE?%EARC leaving ODDSE 
}, we get 8 =$3 t; with 

ROL = (leaving SEA 

SODDTOP = @; 

[ like e otherwise. 
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We will prove (r - 5’. In the definition of - we must use (53.3) for the control 
state {leaving SEARCH}. We need 

min (&E’VENTOP, {ODDTOP) = min ({‘EVENTOP, [‘ODDTOP). (1) 

Using the inequalities presupposed by the present case, we calculate that 

min (SEVENTOP, SODDTOP) = min ((EVENTOP, &I) 

where @VENTOP = i’y1+ 1 and 6.I G m ;, 

min(J’EVENTOP, C’ODDTOP) = min(@, SJ) 

where [J = 7 ODDTOP G 71 = &I. 

Therefore both minima are sj‘ and (1) follows. The sublemmas that EVENTOP = 
A4 + 1 and J s hl are true in 5 may be proved by the usual kind of inductive 
invariance argument, as in Lemma 3.4. Here we are concerned with computations 
that can lead to 5 rather than all computations. 

Case 2.1.2.2: [ -#X[B’I] > O]. We may incre.ment I, leave EVENTEST, and 
return to EVENSEARCH, where we find that I has the value [I + 2 and ODDTOP 
has the value 6J = q ODDTOP s ql:= 6I. Thus I < ODDTOP is false and we may 
leave EVENSEARCH. Continuing from the place leaving FINDODD in 
B’CONTROL, we find that 8+*[’ with 

ROL = (leaving SEARCH}; 

{‘ODDTOP = (J; 

4:’ like 5 otherwise. 

Since I is not relevant to - in this control state, 5 - 5’. 

Case 2.2: [~5p < tODDTOP]. Then p is leaving EVENSEARCH, and we have 
q’-/ 6’ with 

6KQNTROL = {leaving EVENSEARCH, leaving FINDODD); 

B’ODDTOP = (J; 

6’ like 5 otherwise. 

&se 2.2.1: [qI < TODDTOP]. By ql = 613 [‘ODDTOP 2 r)ODDTOP, this 
cannot arise. 

Case 2.2.2: [I$ c qODDTOP]. Then q =$ 

@CONTROL = {leaving EVENSEARCH, Zeaving FINDODD}; 

Lgetting 4 b’e 8 and 5’ be 9’ will suffice. 
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Case 3: [&CONTROL is {entering FINDEVEN, entering ODDSEARCH}]. 
Similar to Case 2. This is the last tlontrivial case in the verification of P3. U 

eorem 5.6. For any array x[l : nz) of integers, all computations by FINDPOS 
:~i,*h inputs x to X and m to M finish in final states with output z in Z such that 

(z = 0 and x[h] s 0 for all h in {I, . . . . m}) or 

( z =x[k] for k = min {h Ix[h]>O}). 

Proof. Apply Theorem 4.6 and Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5. Q 

6. Prospects for c,@ qputer assistance 

The subtleties of parallelism underscore the widely held view that neither a human 
nor a compurer can be very proficient in the near future at proving correctness o? 
large programs when working alone. The human becomes impatient and makes: 
small logical mistakes that often reflect small bugs in the program. The compute:* 
lacks the insight to choose invariant assertions such as (2) in the proof of Lemma 
3.4, An interactive cystem would allow tile insightful human and the patient 
computer to accom?Gsh much more togethe;, * than either could alone. This is not 
the place to survey current work on con&puter assisted correctness proofs. We only 
wish to sketch t e implications for this work of asynchronous parallelism in genera! 
and the Church-Rosser approach in particular. By exploding the number of contrD1 
states, asynchronous parallelism provides a strong incentive to use several simple 
invariant asser:ions rather than one or two complex ones thas branch according to 
the value of CONTROL. The Church-Rosser approach facilitates the use of simple 
invariants by deriving correctness from four lemmas. 

Certification and optimization are intimately related [35, 401. The correctness 
proof here applies analy tic concepts originally developed for the sake of optimiza- 
tion. (Conversely, certification methods may apply to optimization.) The domi- 
nance relation [ 26,411 and changes in variables along control flow paths [2,26] were 
used in verifying assertions. Live variable analysis fl5, 191 figured in the choice of 
the equivalence relation among interpreter states. (Additional mechanizable 
heuristics to aid in this choice could perhaps be developed. The problem is left open 
here.) Partly because of structured programming, the ana!ysis could remain 
informal for our small example. In practice, computer assistance would be needed. 
Computers can presently do flow analysis rapidly and reliably for Jjrograms in 
languages similar to those considered in classical work on certification f2’7]. 
Extensions to practical procedural languages are under study [3, 38 

To prove Lemma 5.5 we had to verify the property P3 for each 
states, but only two cases were nontrivial. It is clearly feasible for a computer to 
enumerate the control states, deal w d assist a human in 
managing the lush trees of subcases t the nontrivial cases. 

roved Lemma 5.2 by transforming IO 

an POS. This transformatron is crucial 0% 
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7;. y%e Church-Rosser approach is more flexible. VVhere convenient, iwe could 
prove weak partial corlrrectness with the aid of transformations that insert coroutine 
linkages instead, For example, processes which can send ea h other me’ssages or 
data via buffers could ilpe so linked, The correctnes!; proof for the b 
(as in 19)) could then lble kept - qarate from the proof of weak par 
Indeed, we are free to prove finishing, weak partial correctrzss, admissibility, and 
ihe Church-Rosser pr:lperty by any means that work, The example correctness 
pro<)f exploited structured programming and flo-w analysis methods in order tlo 
esttiblish the four lemmas in a mirnner amenable to computer assistance. 

N4Ne in ~~~~f~ With a modification of CCHVI’ROL it may be possible to 
extend eorem 2.8 so as to allow recursion, thanks to a technical device for 
describing recursive control Wow without jumps oc macroexpa.nsion. This path tree 
device will be exp!ained in a revision of [38] to appear in J. ACM under the title 
“Data fiow analysis for piocedural languages.” 
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